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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Neubauer, P.1; A’mar, T.1; Dunn, M.2(2023). Climate impacts on fished populations. Part 1:
Simulating bottom-up, physiological, and fishery-induced changes in production potential.

New Zealand Fisheries Assessment Report 2023/56. 48 p.

Climate influences fish stocks via direct physiological effects from changes in temperature, dissolved
oxygen, and acidity. Nevertheless, concomitant impacts from indirect bottom-up and top-down effects of
changing environmental factors, such as food resources and predation, may play an equally important role
in determining productivity changes in marine environments. Together, direct and indirect influences can
lead to changes in productivity of fish stocks, especially if stocks are unable to move in space to offset
environmental shifts. Changes in productivity, in turn, interact with fisheries, which also affect the
productivity of stocks through plastic, density-dependent effects such as increased growth of fish at
reduced densities.

To assess the influence of climate on fish stocks, the present study developed and applied a model of
individual eco-physiological response to environmental factors to derive population level outcomes. It
then investigated how fished stocks respond to climate variation at various levels of fishing intensity, and
how these changes interact with fishing-induced changes in productivity.

The model outcomes showed that fishing led to rapid and expected density-dependent per-capita declines
in natural mortality (M) and growth (periodically faster growth and larger body size) over the period of
initial depletion; there was higher averageM due to age- and size-structure truncation from fishing. Climate
responses were relatively small, but changed in the opposite direction to fishing forM (increasing per-capita
M) and body size (smaller individuals). Increased growth rates at higher temperatures in climate scenarios
further enhanced density-dependent changes from fishing. Nevertheless, the present approach also suggests
that evenmoderate changes in environmental suitability are sufficient to offset changes determined by direct
temperature impacts on focal species.

Our results suggest that climate responses of productivity parameters need to be considered in combination
with density-dependent responses. For many stocks, it may not be possible to separate these processes,
owing to the limitations of available data.

1Dragonfly Data Science, New Zealand.
2National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research (NIWA), New Zealand.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As climate extremes become more frequent and average ocean temperatures slowly warm in many areas, a
central question for many fisheries managers is how fisheries production and yield will be affected by these
changeable and changing environments (e.g., Brander 2007, Perry et al. 2010, Moore et al. 2018, Free et al.
2019).

Fisheries yields are tightly correlated with productivity of the ecosystem (Stock et al. 2017) and the
biological productivity of stocks themselves. Productivity is determined by the interplay between growth,
mortality, and reproduction (Mangel et al. 2010, Mangel et al. 2013, Kindsvater et al. 2016). All of these
components of population productivity are determined by the physiology of the individuals that make up
the population, and by their interaction with the environment (Neubauer & Andersen 2019); for example,
increased metabolic needs under elevated temperatures can lead to increased foraging and “risk taking”,
leading to elevated mortality but faster growth. Conversely, at metabolic limits, metabolic needs may not
be met by available prey, causing reductions in growth and reproduction, with increased mortality.

In addition to physiological factors impacting productivity, fishing significantly alters the ecology of fish
species by reducing their density compared with un-fished stages. In addition, through interactions between
ecology and physiology, fishing has the potential to alter responses to environmental and climate influences
in fished populations compared with un-fished counterparts (Perry et al. 2010, Planque et al. 2010, Shelton
& Mangel 2011).

Some interactive effects of fishing and climate are likely to be life-history specific, such as effects on
migratory patterns or meta-population structure; other effects, such as reduced age and size structure,
appear general across the majority of wild-capture fisheries, leading to potential loss of buffering capacity
and increasing fluctuations in biomass and population structure (Planque et al. 2010, Shelton & Mangel
2011). Nevertheless, environmental and climate signals may be amplified in exploited populations, but the
aggregate effect of climate on fishery production appears to be variable (Britten et al. 2016, Free et al.
2019). This variability may be related to the relative strength and direction of underlying environmental,
physiological, and ecological drivers, and their interaction with fishing. In view of this variability and the
complexity of interactions, developing a mechanistic understanding of these interactions provides a
promising approach to build predictive capacity of environmental and climate impacts on fished
populations and their management (Szuwalski 2016).

Although the impact of fishing on fished populations and their response to environmental factors have been
relatively well-studied (Planque et al. 2010, Shelton & Mangel 2011), the physiological effects of climate
on fish populations remain subject to considerable on-going research (Brander et al. 2013, Lefevre 2016,
Jutfelt et al. 2018, Lefevre et al. 2018). For example, oxygen-mediated range limits may lead to shifts
or constrictions of climate envelopes (Deutsch et al. 2015), but oxygen limitation remains contested as a
determinant of physiological performance within the limitations of a species or stock range (Brander et al.
2013, Lefevre 2016, Lefevre et al. 2018). Within these limitations, performance may be better explained
by temperature-mediated changes in metabolism and resulting energy requirements, leading to changes
in fundamental ecological rates, such as foraging and predation mortality (Holt & Jorgensen 2014, 2015,
Neubauer & Andersen 2019). These changes arise naturally, assuming optimal foraging strategy under
changing physiological constraints imposed by temperature; they can be used to formulate a general eco-
physiological framework to describe temperature impacts on individual fish (Neubauer & Andersen 2019).

Here, the individual-based eco-physiological model by Neubauer & Andersen (2019) was scaled up to
population-level responses within a stochastic environment to understand i) how a variable environment
and climate influence population productivity in fished stocks and, ii) how changes in productivity are
affected by fishing on populations. Themodel simulations were conductedwithin a trait-based framework to
enable generalised conclusions about pathways by which interactions of climate, environment, and fishing
impact population productivity. A companion study assessed the influence of these interactions on fishery
assessment estimates of stock status (Neubauer et al. 2023).
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2. METHODS

The general approach for the simulations is summarised as follows:

1. The eco-physiological model was built, using assumptions about individual bioenergetics and their
relation to environmental and ecological factors. Stochastic elements were specified to represent natural
variability, both at the individual level (e.g., in terms of individual metabolism and environmental and
ecological conditions encountered) and environmental dynamics (available prey), and at the population
level (recruitment).

2. Parameters for trait-basedmodels were determined with scenarios defined for i) fishing, ii) environmental
factors, and iii) species traits.

3. For each scenario, the model was run for 384 replicates, using identical realisations for all stochastic
parameters across all scenarios to ensure that the scenario results were comparable.

4. The role of environmental factors and their interaction with fishing was examined using both individual
simulation realisations and summaries across all simulation scenarios.

2.1 Bioenergetics

Bioenergetics operate on the individual level, with growth, reproductive output, and mortality governed
by available energy. Available energy A at weight w, temperature T, and activity level τ (A(w,T, τ)) is the
difference between energy intake (supply; S(w,T, τ)) through foraging, and energy expenditure (demand;
D(w,T, τ)) due to standard metabolic and activity cost (∝ τ):

A(w,T, τ) = S(w,T, τ)− D(w,T, τ)
= (1− β − φ)f(w,T, τ)hc(T)wq

− c(T)kswn − τc(T)kaw,
(1)

where β is the specific dynamic action (SDA, or heat increment; the energy spent absorbing and
transforming food), φ is the fraction of food excreted and egested, h is maximum consumption, and q is
the weight scaling for ingestion. Energy intake and metabolism scale with temperature according to an
activation function c(T). Standard (resting; ks) metabolism scales with weight according to n and active
metabolism (ka) is directly proportional to weight (see a list of parameter definitions in Table 1).

Energy intake depends on the maximum consumption rate hc(T)wq and a function of τ, f(w,T, τ), the
activity-dependent feeding level, which is a fraction between 0 and 1:

f(w,T, τ) =
τγΘwp

τγΘwp + hc(T)wq , (2)

where the feeding level is determined by activity level τ, foraging rate γwpΘ (search rate γwp times food
resource availability Θ) and maximum consumption hc(T)wq, with p and q weight-scaling constants for
foraging and maximum consumption.

The effect of temperature, described by c(T), on metabolic rates (standard and active metabolism, and
maximum consumption rate) is determined by enzymatic processes (e.g., digestion, glycolysis; Jeschke
et al. 2002, Sentis et al. 2013). This effect is approximated by standard Arrhenius scaling (Gillooly et al.
2001):
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c(T) = eEa(T−T0)/(b·T·T0), (3)

where Ea is the activation energy (assumed constant), T0 is the reference temperature (such that c(T) = 1 at
15 ◦C), and b is the Boltzmann constant. Oxygen supply and demand act as a limit for activity, and provide
the boundary conditions within which the bioenergetic processes function (Neubauer & Andersen 2019;
see Appendix A).

Metabolic demands (D(w,T, τ)) are standard metabolism (SMR; ∝ kswn), which scales with exponent
n < 1, and active metabolism (∝ τkaw), which scales proportional to mass owing to muscular demands
scaling approximately isometrically with weight (Brett 1965, Glazier 2009), and the activity fraction.

Mortality scales with activity fraction and weight as wq−1 (Andersen et al. 2009, Hartvig et al. 2011):

M(w,T, τ) = (ρ+ μτ)wq−1 + I
−A(w,T, τ)

ζw
, (4)

The first term is base- and activity-related mortality, whereas the second term describes starvation mortality.
Base mortality at mass w = 1 and τ = 0 is given by ρ; that is, with no activity, and μ is the coefficient
for activity-related mortality. By adjusting feeding activity τ, fish simultaneously modulate their potential
food intake, mortality risk, and metabolic costs. The second term uses an indicator function I for starvation
mortality that is 1 if A(w,T, τ) < 0, and zero otherwise. Starvation mortality is assumed to be proportional
to energy loss and inversely proportional to reserves ζ at weight w. This approach reflects the assumption
that animals will adjust their foraging effort to optimise fitness given temperature and oxygen constraints.

It was assumed that activity is optimised to maximise available energy relative to mortality risk. This
assumption is often referred to as “Gilliam’s rule”, and is a proxy for fitness optimisation (Gilliam &
Fraser 1987, Sainmont et al. 2015):

τ∗ = argmaxτ

{
A(w,T, τ)
M(w,T, τ)

}
. (5)

This optimisation represents a “short-sighted” (instantaneous) fitness optimisation (i.e., it does not integrate
over expected levels of environmental variation), and is considered appropriate for optimisation in stable
environments (Sainmont et al. 2015).

For mature animals, the fraction of energy allotted to reproduction was assumed to be a sigmoidal function
of length for a more straightforward correspondence with fishing selectivity (see below for the relationship
between length and weight in the model), with an asymptote at φmax = 0.8. At lengths corresponding with
the asymptotic length L∞, most of the available energy is allocated to reproduction. The allocation was
parameterised as a double exponential function in length with:

φ(wl) = exp(−exp(−(0.3665129+ (l− lmat50)/(lmat95/(2.603682)))) + log(φmax)), (6)

where lmat50 is the length at which 50% of the total potential energy (φ(lmat50) = 0.5 × φmaxA(w,T, τ)) is
allocated to reproduction, and φ(lmat50 + lmat95) = 0.95 × φmaxA(w,T, τ). Because maturation was
parameterised in length, a minimum age and weight at spawning was specified. The former constraint
largely served to designate spawning biomass, with any individuals above this age considered to be
spawning individuals (though their contribution depended on size). The weight constraint served to ensure
that fish that lose condition in the model do not contribute to reproduction.
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With this formulation, the energy available for reproduction is:

Φ(wl,T, τ) = φ(wl)A(wl,T, τ), (7)

and the energy available for growth is described equivalently as:

Γ(w,T, τ) = (1− φ(w))A(w,T, τ). (8)

The number of recruits at time t is a function of the amount of reproductive potential and reproductive
efficiency (i.e., not all energy is transformed into eggs, some energy is needed for spawning and other
reproductive behaviour, and for gonad maintenance). Taking εR as the efficiency constant and wegg as the
egg weight, the total reproduction for an individual of weight w is then φ(w)A(w,T, τ)εR/wegg. Integrating
this reproduction over the total numbers at weight gives:

Rp(T, τ) =
∫ wmax

wegg

φ(w)A(w,T, τ)εR
2wegg

Nwdw, (9)

where Nw is numbers-at-weight in the population. To add early-life density dependence, a stock-recruit
function (close to a Beverton-Holt function) with asymptotic maximum recruitment Rmax was superposed
that allowed simulating populations with more or less early-life density dependence:

R(T, τ) = Rmax
Rp(T, τ)

Rmax + Rp(T, τ)
. (10)

Process error can be applied to R(T, τ) for age cohort a.

2.2 Bottom-up effects: the resource spectrum

Available energy is in part determined by available resources γΘ, which can be interpreted as the prey
encounter rate (i.e., the product of search rate and prey availability). Availability is in turn determined by
the predator food preference and availability of this food. If preference is largely determined by size so that:

λ(w/wp) = exp

[
−

(
ln
(

w
wpη

)2
)
/(2σ2)

]
(11)

is a dome-shaped (normal) preference in log prey weight (log(wp)) relative to predator weight with
preference ratio η and width σ, then:

Θ =

∫ ∞

0
λ(w/wp)wp(cNw + Nr

wp
)dwp (12)

is the available resource, composed of conspecifics available (via cannibalism, scaled by c) to predation,
and a resource spectrum Nr

w.

The number spectrum for the resource is described as the solution to logistic growth by weight between
time step t and t+ 1 (Hartvig et al. 2011):
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Nwr(t) = Kwr − [Kwr − Nwr(t− 1)] e−(rmaxwn−1
r +μp(wr)), (13)

where rmaxwn−1
r is the weight-specific growth rate of the spectrum, and K(wr) = Krw−2−q+n

r is the weight-
specific carrying capacity with exponent −2 − q + n (Andersen & Beyer 2006). The predation mortality
for the resource is described as:

μp(wr) =

∫ wmax

wegg

λ(w/(wr))(1− f(w))γwqNwdw. (14)

2.3 Population dynamics

Population dynamics are described by applying growth to the numbers-at-weight for W weight classes for
each cohort, such that Nw =

∑
a Nw,a. For cohort a in time step t,

Nw,a,t =

{
Rt, for a = t and w = 1
0, for a = t and w > 1,

(15)

where Rt is determined from Nw across all cohorts a < t. Cohorts for which t > a are represented as
independent “populations” according to:

−→N a,t = (
−→N a,t−1 ◦ Σw) · G, (16)

where G is a Wmax × Wmax growth-transition matrix calculated from stochastic realisations of Γ(w,T, τ).
Survival Σ is calculated from mortality-at-weight for each weight in cohort a (Mw) as exp(−M(wa,T, τ)),
and

−→N a,t−1 are numbers-at-weight for the previous time step. The first operation is the element-wise product
(Hadamard product), while the second operation is the dot product of numbers-at-weight after mortality and
growth.

To represent length, a dimension l was added to the array above, so that each length had a corresponding
full vector of lengthW.

The length-weight relationship was represented as the upper limit of weight for a given length class, so that:

wmax
l = αweightlβ

weight
, (17)

with αweight and βweight constant. Fixing wmax
l for each length implied that, at a weight greater than wmax

l ,
length growth occurs; however, if the bioenergetic balance is negative, the weight for a given length
decreases (i.e., the fish loses condition).

Starting iteratively from l = lmin:

Nl,a,t =

{
Iw≤wmax

l Nl,a,t, for l = lmin∑l
i=1 Iw

max
i <w≤wmax

l Ni,a,t, for lmin > l ≤ lmax,
(18)

where I is an indicator variable that is 1 when the condition in the superscript is met.
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Table 1: Parameter definitions and values of the constrained activity model for two species traits: slow and fast
life histories or strategies. Rates are specified per unit time t, taken to be season in the model runs. Parameters
were derived from considerations described in previous studies (Andersen & Beyer 2006, Andersen et al. 2009,
Andersen & Beyer 2013, Andersen et al. 2017, Neubauer & Andersen 2019). Specific dynamic action, or heat
increment, the energy spent absorbing and transforming food; search rate related to the foraging rate of
a predator; activation energy, is the scaling parameter for temperature related processes; MOS, maximum
oxygen supply; SD, standard deviation; CV, coefficient of variation.

Description Symbol (unit) Value

Slow strategy Fast strategy

Biomass metabolism
Specific dynamic action β 0.1
Egestion and excretion φ 0.3
Coeff. for std. metabolism ks (g1−n·y−1) 1 1.5
Coeff. for act. metabolism ka (g·y−1) 1.5
Exponent for std. metabolism n 0.88 0.7

Feeding ecology
Coeff. for search rate γ (g1−p·t−1) 13.2
Exponent for search rate γ p 0.8
Coeff. for maximum consumption rate h (g1−q·t−1) 30 60
Exponent for max. consumption h q 0.8
Coeff. for constant mortality ρ (g·t−1) 0.05 0.2
Coeff. for activity-related mortality μ (t−1) 0.05
Energy reserves ζ 0.2
Preference ratio mean ν 1000 100
Preference ratio SD σnu 2 1.6

Temperature sensitivity
Reference temperature Tref (°C) 15 8
Activation energy Ea 0.52
Temperature at maximum MOS Tmax 23 8
Temperature range T−lethal–T

+
lethal 5–30 5–15

Maturation
Length at 50% max. investment in gonads lmat50 (cm) 20 30
Parameter defining 95% of max. investment in gonads lmat95 (cm) 10 30
Asymptotic reproductive allocation φmax 0.8
Minimum reproductive age (weight) 3 (100g) 2 (200g)

Population
Recruitment Rmax (ind.t−1) 107.9 1010

Resource
Resource productivity coefficient rmax (t−1) 0.2
Resource carrying capacity coefficient Kr (ind.t−1) 1012

Fishing
Selectivity (logistic) l50 (cm) 25 30
Fishing mortality (fixed) F (t−1) 0.1 0.4
Constant catch (mean; CV 20%) C (tonnes) 20 000 50 000

2.4 Parameters

The current study explored the consequences of climate, ecosystem, and fishing effects in a trait-based
context to ensure a level of generality beyond existing, species-specific eco-physiological models.
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2.4.1 Trait scenarios

For the trait scenarios, species were distinguished along a gradient of life history. At one end of the
spectrum, productivity was prioritised, i.e., energy acquisition was at the cost of increased metabolism and
mortality (henceforth called the “fast strategy”, indicated by subscript f). At the opposing end of the
spectrum, mortality and metabolic costs were minimised at the expense of productivity (henceforth “slow
strategy”, indicated by subscript s). This axis leads to an approximately constant ratio of productivity to
mortality, and corresponds to a line of equal size in the life-history space proposed by Charnov et al.
(2013). In other words, the axis distinguishes species of similar size by defensive or slow versus active
life histories.

The axis was implemented here based on the result that species with a more active, productivity-oriented
life history (e.g., predatory pelagic fish) have a higher standard metabolism and lower weight scaling of
metabolic costs than slow-strategy species (Priede 1985, Killen et al. 2010).

It was assumed that higher standard metabolism is due to increased digestive capacity (i.e., is used for
gut maintenance), though high muscle mass and a larger heart would also contribute to a higher standard
metabolism in active species (Priede 1985). In practice, it was assumed that approximately 50% of the
standard metabolic cost is due to supporting organs associated with feeding activity only. Based on this
assumption, a doubling of the maximum ingestion leads to a 50% increase in standard metabolic cost. It
was further assumed that these active species have a less effective refuge from predators and, therefore, have
a higher constant mortality (i.e., Ms(w, τ) = (0.05 + 0.05τ)wq−1 and Mf(w, τ) = (0.2 + 0.05τ)wq−1) (see
exact parameter values for the trait scenarios in Table 1). Combined, these assumed trait differences lead to
considerably different ecological and bio-energetic responses of slow and fast strategists (see Neubauer &
Andersen 2019), with τ∗ found at lower activity levels for slow strategists.

The scenarios were parameterised to allow for excess metabolic scope beyond maximum foraging activity
(i.e., τ = 1). This assumption is consistent with observations that the aerobic scope often exceeds energetic
requirements from swimming alone, and is adapted to provide oxygen for digestion (SDA). The oxygen
demand of the latter can be as high or higher than that of locomotion alone (Priede 1985). All remaining
bioenergetics and population parameters were derived from considerations described in previous studies
(Andersen & Beyer 2006, Andersen et al. 2009, Andersen & Beyer 2013, Andersen et al. 2017, Neubauer
& Andersen 2019).

Fishing was parameterised as fishing at constant fishing mortality rate F, with scenarios run with randomly
drawn (among replicates), constant (within replicates) catch presented as a sensitivity for the results here.
Both constant F and constant catch were determined empirically to lead to fishing scenarios that lead to
sustainable but high exploitation (on average for constant catch). Logistic selectivity was applied to reflect
fishing being slightly delayed with respect to the maturity ogive (the proportion of mature individuals at
age or length).

2.4.2 Environmental scenarios and simulation set-up

Environmental scenarios were designed to reflect environmental variability at different scales. To reflect
small-scale variability in environmental condition at the population level and within a time step, variability
was assumed for metabolic requirements (k), resource availability (Θ), and natural mortality (M); it was
expressed as realisations of a random variable at each time step.

The latter two random draws were linked, assuming that higher resource availability comes at the cost of
higher mortality (i.e., it is accompanied by higher predator presence also). This assumption has the practical
effect that stark fitness advantages are avoided (i.e., high resource availability and low M) in parts of the
population. The coefficient of variation (CV) for k was set to 0.1, and the CV for Θ(M) to 0.4, with random
variates drawn from a log-normal distribution.
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The second level of variability was simulated as among-year and decadal environmental and temperature
variability at the level of simulation replicates. For each replicate, auto-correlated deviations were simulated
from a mean for the magnitude and productivity of available resources (i.e., the intercept Kr and rmax of the
resource size spectrum), and allowed maximum recruitment Rmax to follow these same trends. Temperature
was simulated seasonally, with seasonal variation applied to the mean. Auto-correlated deviations from
seasonal means were applied to the resulting time series as a correlated deviation related to the environment
by a correlation term.

Climate scenarios were defined as the baseline (base) with no temperature or environmental change, a
scenario with increasing temperature only (incr temp/const env), a scenario with increasing temperature
and environmental decline (incr temp/decr env), and a scenario with increasing temperature and
increasing environmental suitability (incr temp/incr env) (parameter values for environmental trends are
listed in Table 2).

Environmental and habitat suitability was considered as a synonym for declines determined by bottom-up
factors or increases in food availability (e.g., changes in zooplankton composition or availability). Changes
in top-down controls were not explored.

A total of 200 replicates were run for a range of the four climate scenarios—the last type of variation—
eachwith or without fishing. Each replicate used the same random seed across climate and fishing scenarios,
resulting in a set of eight simulation runs per replicate (random seed) across each of the two species traits
(see example in Figure 1).

Table 2: Parameter values of environmental scenarios in the simulations for two species trait scenarios, slow
and fast strategy species. Base, no temperature or environmental change; incr temp/const env, increasing
temperature, no environmental change; incr temp/decr env, increasing temperature, declining environment;
incr temp/incr env, increasing temperature, increasing environmental suitability. SD, standard deviation; CV,
coefficient of variation.

Life history Slow strategy Fast strategy

Climate scenario
Base incr temp/ incr temp/ incr temp/ Base incr temp/ incr temp/ incr temp/

const env decr env incr env const env decr env incr env

Temperature
Mean temperature 15 8
SD temperature deviations 0.2
Slope 0 0.005.t−1 0 0.005.t−1

Environment
Autocorrelation 0.95
CV env. deviations 0.1
Temperature/Env. corr. 0.95 -0.5
Slope 0 0 -0.001.t−1 0.001.t−1 0 0 -0.001.t−1 0.001.t−1
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Figure 1: Simulations of different climate scenarios for fish stocks with fast (top panels) and slow (bottom
panels) life-history traits. Relative environmental suitability (green) and temperature (yellow) across all
simulations and for two replicates (dashed line, temperature; solid line, environmental suitability). Climate
scenarios were: base, no temperature or environmental change; incr temp/const env, increasing temperature,
no environmental change; incr temp/decr env, increasing temperature, declining environment; incr temp/incr
env, increasing temperature, increasing environmental suitability.

2.5 Evaluating productivity changes

We evaluated productivity changes both in terms of individual productivity metrics, using natural
mortality at size (M(w,T, τ)) or abundance-weighted mortality at size (1/

∑
w Nw

∑
wM(w,T, τ) ∗ Nw). To

examine changes in growth, we fitted von Bertalanffy growth models to annual simulated length-at-age to
provide parameter values that are more easily interpreted in terms of common fishery stock-assessment
practice. In addition, we consider aggregate productivity in terms of spawners-per-recruit assuming
stationary productivity parameters for all age and size classes at time t:

SRt =
∑
a,l,w

(
Πa−1

α=0Sα,l,w
)

Φa,l,wna,l,w/Na.
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3. RESULTS

The simulations provided contrasting examples between fish stocks with different life histories, even
though fishing mortality was constant. Stocks with a predominantly environmentally-driven fast life
history exhibited a range of depletion levels compared with slow life-history stocks that showed strong
fishing-related declines and subsequent fluctuations in abundance (Figures 2 to 4). For both life histories,
environmental trends for individual replicate runs led to varying trends in relative spawning biomass
among replicates, including fishing and environmentally-driven declines and recoveries (e.g., see dashed
lime-coloured line in Figure 2).

Climate-driven long-term trends in temperature and environmental suitability led to consistent responses
relative to the base scenario: increasing temperature only led to slight declines in relative spawning stock
biomass relative to the base case (Figures 2 and 3); there were more pronounced declines when
environmental suitability was declining concurrently (Figure 3). When environmental suitability
increased, relative spawning stock biomass increased relative to base simulations. For slow life-history
stocks determined by fishing, fishing interacted with climate scenarios. This interaction produced less
pronounced declines in relative spawning stock biomass based on temperature alone compared with the
base case, but more pronounced increases in relative spawning stock biomass with increases in habitat
suitability.

Fishing had a strong effect on all productivity parameters, leading to rapid density-dependent changes.
For a simulation replicate with an initial fishing-related decline and subsequent environmentally-driven
recovery (see dashed lime-coloured line in Figure 2), individual mortality risk at age (and length) declined
when density was lower (Figure 5). Due to truncation of the age and size structure from fishing (Figure 6),
aggregate (abundance-weighted) natural mortality at the level of the population increased initially given
declining mortality with size in the present model (Figure 7). Under climate scenarios, mortality increased
with temperature and declining habitat suitability, whereas increasing habitat suitability offset increases in
mortality from temperature (Figure 8). These effects were more pronounced for unfished than for fished
stocks. Increases in M were explained by increased foraging to offset higher metabolic cost, resulting in
higher natural mortalityM (Figure 9).
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Figure 2: Trajectories of simulated relative spawning stock biomass (rSSB) for fish stocks with fast (top two
rows) and slow (bottom two rows) life histories, with fishing mortality constant. Shown are the median by
year (black line) and the 95% inter-quantile range of simulations (grey shaded area) with rSSB across all
simulations, and randomly selected simulation replicates across levels of minimum relative stock biomass
(coloured and dashed lines). Simulations were with and without fishing for four different climate scenarios:
base, no temperature or environmental change; incr temp/const env, increasing temperature, no environmental
change; incr temp/decr env, increasing temperature, declining environment; incr temp/incr env, increasing
temperature, increasing environmental suitability.
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Figure 3: Trajectories of simulated relative spawning stock biomass (rSSB) relative to the base scenario for
fish stocks with fast (top two rows) and slow (bottom two rows) life histories, with fishing mortality constant.
Shown are the median by year (black line) and the 95% inter-quantile range of simulations (grey shaded
area) with rSSB across all simulations, and randomly selected simulation replicates across levels of minimum
relative stock biomass (coloured and dashed lines). Simulations werewith andwithout fishing for three different
climate scenarios, relative to the base scenario (no temperature or environmental change): incr temp/const
env, increasing temperature, no environmental change; incr temp/decr env, increasing temperature, declining
environment; incr temp/incr env, increasing temperature, increasing environmental suitability.
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Figure 4: Simulation outcomes for stock status (relative spawning stock biomass, rSSB) for the last simulation
year of the current study for fish stocks with fast (left column) and slow (right column) life histories. Fishing
mortality was assumed to be constant. Simulations were with and without fishing for four different climate
scenarios: base, no temperature or environmental change; incr temp/const env, increasing temperature, no
environmental change; incr temp/decr env, increasing temperature, declining environment; incr temp/incr env,
increasing temperature, increasing environmental suitability. All simulation replicates started from the same
random seed. Dotted line indicates 0.4 · SSB0, dashed line SSB0, the spawning stock biomass at year 50 (i.e.,
before fishing commenced for fished scenarios).
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Figure 5: Simulated values for productivity parameters for a single replicate for the base environmental
scenario (constant temperature, constant environment). All parameters are shown as abundance-at-size
weighted means-at-age for fish stocks with fast (left column) and slow (right column) life histories at the
beginning of fishing (year 51), halfway through the fishing history (year 76), and for the final fishing year
(year 99). Parameters are: natural mortality (M), length-at-age (Length), and relative reproductive energy.
The simulation applied constant fishing mortality.
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Figure 6: Trajectories of simulated proportions-at-age in the final fishing year for fish stocks with fast (top two
rows) and slow (bottom two rows) life histories, with fishing mortality constant. Shown are the median by year
(black line) and the 95% inter-quantile range of simulations (grey shaded area) with proportions-at-age across
all simulations, and randomly selected simulation replicates across levels of minimum relative stock biomass
(coloured and dashed lines). Simulations were with and without fishing for four different climate scenarios:
base, no temperature or environmental change; incr temp/const env, increasing temperature, no environmental
change; incr temp/decr env, increasing temperature, declining environment; incr temp/incr env, increasing
temperature, increasing environmental suitability.
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Figure 7: Trajectories of simulated natural mortalityM (abundance-weighted mean natural mortality) for fish
stocks with fast (top two rows) and slow (bottom two rows) life histories, with fishing mortality constant. Shown
are the median by year (black line) and the 95% inter-quantile range of simulations (grey shaded area) withM
across all simulations, and randomly selected simulation replicates across levels of minimum relative stock
biomass (coloured and dashed lines). Simulations were with and without fishing for four different climate
scenarios: base, no temperature or environmental change; incr temp/const env, increasing temperature, no
environmental change; incr temp/decr env, increasing temperature, declining environment; incr temp/incr env,
increasing temperature, increasing environmental suitability.
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Figure 8: Trajectories of relative natural mortalityM (abundance-weighted mean natural mortality) relative to
the base scenario for fish stocks with fast (top two rows) and slow (bottom two rows) life histories, with fishing
mortality constant. Shown are the median by year (black line) and the 95% inter-quantile range of simulations
(grey shaded area) with M across all simulations, and randomly selected simulation replicates across levels of
minimum relative stock biomass (coloured and dashed lines). Simulations were with and without fishing for
three different climate scenarios, relative to the base scenario (no temperature or environmental change): incr
temp/const env, increasing temperature, no environmental change; incr temp/decr env, increasing temperature,
declining environment; incr temp/incr env, increasing temperature, increasing environmental suitability.
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Figure 9: Simulated values for parameters related to feeding rates for a single replicate for four different climate
scenarios: base, no temperature or environmental change; incr temp/const env, increasing temperature, no
environmental change; incr temp/decr env, increasing temperature, declining environment; incr temp/incr env,
increasing temperature, increasing environmental suitability. All parameters are shown as abundance-at-size
weighted means-at-age for fish stocks with fast (left column) and slow (right column) life histories for the final
fishing year (year 99). Parameters were: available resource (prey encounter rate γΘ), activity level, and feeding
level (fraction of maximum consumption). The simulation applied constant fishing mortality.
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Similar density-dependent increases in growth rates (von Bertalanffy K) initially appeared with decreasing
stock size from fishing (see Figure 5); however, these increases reverted to previous growth rates over a
relatively short time frame of about a decade (Figure 10). Climate trends led to increases in K, which were
attenuated by declines in environmental suitability, but accentuated by increases in bottom-up productivity
(Figure 11).

AlthoughK appeared to revert to unfished parameter values, L∞ increased with fishing alone due to density-
dependent increase of per-capita resources (Figure 12). This trend was evident even for fast life-history
species, for which most other parameters appeared to show little response to fishing. Contrary to K andM,
the different climate scenarios all led to declines in L∞ (Figure 13). These declines were accentuated for
fished replicates relative to their unfished counterparts.

The aggregate spawning potential increased under fishing for both life histories, mirroring initial increases
in K and L∞ (Figure 14). The initial increase quickly levelled off, following the similar trajectory in K (see
Figure 10). For stocks with a slow life history, this initial response was similar across nearly all simulation
replicates. In contrast, for stocks with a fast life history, a more variable initial response was evident among
replicates, depending on environmental signals during this period.

Compared with density-dependent responses to fishing and annual to decadal fluctuations in
environmental suitability and temperature, mean productivity responses to gradual shifts in the
environment were relatively small, but led to declines (Figure 15). Aggregate productivity changes were
also slightly more pronounced for fished than for unfished replicates, despite opposing patterns in M and
K (i.e., stronger response for unfished scenarios). All of the individual productivity parameters combined
explained the changes in aggregate productivity; however, none were influential by themselves
(Figure 16).

Constant catch simulations produced similar results, but there was considerably more variability both in
individual parameter trends and in their response to climate-forcing simulations and fishing (see
Appendix B, Figures B-1 to B-14 for constant catch simulations). In general, responses for fished
populations were markedly more variable than for unfished populations, owing to changes in the density
of fished stocks under variable fixed catches across replicates.
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Figure 10: Trajectories of simulated von Bertalanffy growth rate K (estimated from length-at-age for each
year) for fish stocks with fast (top two rows) and slow (bottom two rows) life histories across all simulations,
with fishing mortality constant. Shown are the median by year (black line) and the 95% inter-quantile range
of simulations (grey shaded area) with K across all simulations, and randomly selected simulation replicates
across levels of minimum relative stock biomass (coloured and dashed lines). Simulations were with andwithout
fishing for four different climate scenarios: base, no temperature or environmental change; incr temp/const
env, increasing temperature, no environmental change; incr temp/decr env, increasing temperature, declining
environment; incr temp/incr env, increasing temperature, increasing environmental suitability.
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Figure 11: Trajectories of relative von Bertalanffy growth rate K (estimated from length-at-age for each year)
relative to the base scenario for fish stocks with fast (top two rows) and slow (bottom two rows) life histories,
with fishing mortality constant. Shown are the median by year (black line) and the 95% inter-quantile range
of simulations (grey shaded area) with K across all simulations, and randomly selected simulation replicates
across levels of minimum relative stock biomass (coloured and dashed lines). Simulations were with andwithout
fishing for three different climate scenarios, relative to the base scenario (no temperature or environmental
change): incr temp/const env, increasing temperature, no environmental change; incr temp/decr env, increasing
temperature, declining environment; incr temp/incr env, increasing temperature, increasing environmental
suitability.
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Figure 12: Trajectories of simulated asymptotic fish size L∞ (estimated by fitting von Bertalanffy growth curves
from length-at-age for each year) for fish stocks with fast (top two rows) and slow (bottom two rows) life
histories, with fishingmortality constant. Shown are the median by year (black line) and the 95% inter-quantile
range of simulations (grey shaded area) with L∞ across all simulations, and randomly selected simulation
replicates across levels of minimum relative stock biomass (coloured and dashed lines). Simulations were with
and without fishing for four different climate scenarios: base, no temperature or environmental change; incr
temp/const env, increasing temperature, no environmental change; incr temp/decr env, increasing temperature,
declining environment; incr temp/incr env, increasing temperature, increasing environmental suitability.
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Figure 13: Trajectories of relative asymptotic fish size L∞ (estimated by fitting von Bertalanffy growth curves
from length-at-age for each year) relative to the base scenario for fish stocks with fast (top two rows) and slow
(bottom two rows) life histories, with fishing mortality constant. Shown are the median by year (black line) and
the 95% inter-quantile range of simulations (grey shaded area) with L∞ across all simulations, and randomly
selected simulation replicates across levels of minimum relative stock biomass (coloured and dashed lines).
Simulations were with and without fishing for three different climate scenarios, relative to the base scenario
(no temperature or environmental change): incr temp/const env, increasing temperature, no environmental
change; incr temp/decr env, increasing temperature, declining environment; incr temp/incr env, increasing
temperature, increasing environmental suitability.
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Figure 14: Trajectories of instantaneous spawning potential without fishing SPF=0 (calculated taking annually-
realised productivity parameter values across age classes present in that year) for fish stocks with fast (top
two rows) and slow (bottom two rows) life histories, with fishing mortality constant. Shown are the median
by year (black line) and the 95% inter-quantile range of simulations (grey shaded area) with SPF=0 across
all simulations, and randomly selected simulation replicates across levels of minimum relative stock biomass
(coloured and dashed lines). Simulations were with and without fishing for four different climate scenarios:
base, no temperature or environmental change; incr temp/const env, increasing temperature, no environmental
change; incr temp/decr env, increasing temperature, declining environment; incr temp/incr env, increasing
temperature, increasing environmental suitability.
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Figure 15: Trajectories of relative instantaneous spawning potential without fishing SPF=0 (calculated taking
annually-realised productivity parameter values across age classes present in that year) relative to the base
scenario for fish stocks with fast (top two rows) and slow (bottom two rows) life histories, with fishing mortality
constant. Shown are the median by year (black line) and the 95% inter-quantile range of simulations (grey
shaded area) with SPF=0 across all simulations, and randomly selected simulation replicates across levels of
minimum relative stock biomass (coloured and dashed lines). Simulations were with and without fishing for
three different climate scenarios, relative to the base scenario (no temperature or environmental change): incr
temp/const env, increasing temperature, no environmental change; incr temp/decr env, increasing temperature,
declining environment; incr temp/incr env, increasing temperature, increasing environmental suitability.
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Figure 16: Correlation between spawning potential without fishing SPF=0 (calculated taking annually-realised
productivity parameter values across age classes present in that year) and individual productivity parameters
in themodel for simulations with constant fishingmortality for fish stocks with fast (left column) and slow (right
column) life histories . Production parameters were: M, natural mortality; K, on Bertalanffy growth rate; L∞
(Linf), asymptotic fish size.
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4. DISCUSSION

This study aimed to build models that provide a starting point for integrating physiological, ecological, and
fishery responses of fish stocks into a consistent framework. We focused on determinants and patterns of
change in productivity parameters that are relevant to fisheries assessment and management. This focus
was aimed at providing insights into the types of fish stock responses that can be expected in fluctuating
environments, and also under long-term directional change relating to climate change.

The current modelling indicated responses in single productivity parameters that were consistent among
simulation replicates: as expected, growth rateK, natural mortalityM, and asymptotic fish size L∞ all varied
with temperature and environmental signals. Increases in K can be linked to the physiological basis for the
model and the interpretation of K in terms of catabolism (metabolic cost K in the current simulations) in the
von Bertalanffy growth model. In this context, the model performed similarly to a process-oriented version
of the von Bertalanffy growth model. This aspect explains the predicted increases in K with temperature.
Similarly, declines in L∞ can be explained in terms of temperature dependence of K, if L∞ is anabolism
divided by catabolism.

Nevertheless, the framework of the von Bertalanffy growth model does not include a number of important
concepts, precluding it from functioning as a basis for the exploration of different scenarios used here. For
example, the energy balance in the von Bertalanffy growth model does not capture energy allocated to
reproduction (Kozlowski et al. 2004, Quince et al. 2008), nor does it provide a coherent description of
changes in consumption (anabolism). The model used in this study provided a mechanistic link between
food resources, temperature, and physiological constraints: all else being equal, increased temperature led
to increased foraging to offset metabolic requirements, with higher natural mortality M resulting from
increased risk (Neubauer & Andersen 2019; and see Figure 9).

Although effects of temperature and the environment on isolated productivity parameters were predicted
and explained by the current model, their aggregate effect on stock productivity was less obvious: even
though growth rates increased with temperature, concomitant increases in M and declines in L∞ led to
an overall decline in productivity capacity. This decline occurred even though increases in K were more
substantial (in relative terms) than changes in M and L∞. The relative magnitude of change in parameters
relevant to productivity is, therefore, not necessarily an indication of the overall productivity trend. In stock
assessments, often the most easily measured and detected changes are changes in growth rates, owing to
their strong density-dependent and temperature-driven responses. Nevertheless, growth rates alone may
give a false sense of temperature-driven productivity changes.

In natural systems, climate does not affect a single species in isolation, but determines changes in the
ecosystem at all levels. These changes lead to concurrent effects on target stocks through their physiology
and bottom-up or top-down determinants of productivity.

Although species have been shown to track temperature velocities across their ranges (Pinsky et al. 2013), in
any particular point in space, productivity may increase or decrease; e.g., for stocks defined by geographical
boundaries (Free et al. 2019). Nevertheless, globally, impacts associated with temperature have led to more
declines than productivity increases. This trend was reflected in the current simulations, which suggest
that temperature alone would negatively impact productivity of locally adapted species unless ecosystem
changes are sufficient to counteract temperature impacts.

Temperature increases and ecosystem impacts were simulated here to be of similar magnitude for the
different climate scenarios; however, this pattern is dependent on assumptions about the magnitude of
bottom-up forcing in the model. The current study assumed only moderate directional trends in
environmental suitability for climate scenarios, whereas temperature changes were assumed to be 5-fold
compared with environmental forcing. The relative forcing was used partly for convenience—a marked
decrease in mean habitat suitability in conjunction with interannual and decadal fluctuations led to
increasing numbers of replicates where species went extinct, especially in the presence of fishing.
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Although this number (i.e., the proportion of collapsed populations) could be used as a metric of the
strength of bottom-up effects, the computational demand of repeating a sufficient number of replicates at
varying degrees of environmental change prevent this approach. The present approach suggests that even
moderate changes in environmental suitability are sufficient to offset changes determined by direct
temperature impacts on focal species.

Direct temperature impacts may be attenuated by adaptive potential or plastic changes in physiological
rates over time (Sandblom et al. 2016, Moffett et al. 2018, Glazier et al. 2020). At the same time, these
impacts may also be stronger than were simulated here, if the “costs” of maintaining feeding levels increase.
For example, the fitness cost of offsetting metabolic costs of temperature increase scales strongly with
the metabolic and mortality costs of foraging (Neubauer & Andersen 2019). The current study assumed
relatively low additional metabolic and mortality costs, so that temperature impacts on productivity may be
substantially higher in some species. Findings here indicated a change of about 10% for a 1-degree change
in ambient temperature over a period of 50 years. This change is within the range of most populations
surveyed in a previous study (Free et al. 2019).

Patterns in productivity in response to changes in temperature and environmental suitability are not
independent of fishing: density dependence and changes in size and age structure interact with and
amplify or attenuate climate trends (see also Szuwalski 2019). Across replicates, density-dependent
responses, especially to initial reductions in biomass through fishing, are considerably larger than
responses due to climate impacts simulated here. Although the difference in magnitude depends markedly
on the amount of environmental forcing assumed, the current simulations showed that for stocks with
marked fluctuations in abundance, density dependence can potentially mask or accentuate climate signals.
In addition, truncation of age and size structure from fishing, in conjunction with removal of
density-dependent constraints, is likely to lead to tighter coupling of stocks to environmental signals
(Planque et al. 2010, Shelton & Mangel 2011). This aspect explains why productivity measured as
spawning potential declined more markedly for fished than unfished stocks.

Overall, and in the context of New Zealand species, it is not possible to define a universal response of
stock productivity to climate and environmental variability (see also Cummings et al. 2021, Dunn et al.
2022). Although changes for parameters like recruitment success, M and K may be predictable on the
basis of temperature (Francis 1993, Parsons et al. 2021), and their trajectory and that of stock productivity
as a whole (i.e., surplus production or spawning potential) depend on the evolution of all productivity
parameters. Trends in measurable parameters such as K alone do, therefore, not necessarily provide
adequate information on changes in productivity. In addition, mobile species will likely follow
environmental gradients in habitat suitability (Dunn et al. 2022), either actively or via selection pressure
and inter-generational shifts. For geographically constrained stock management boundaries, these changes
could manifest in apparent declines or increases in biomass (i.e., sudden pulses in productivity) in these
areas (Dunn et al. 2022). Nevertheless, given the potential for similar sudden pulses in low or high
productivity within the closed populations simulated here, only large-scale analyses of coherent patterns
could potentially distinguish local productivity changes from larger-scale immigration or emigration
patterns determined by changing environments (e.g., Pinsky et al. 2013).
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APPENDIX A: OXYGEN BUDGET

The oxygen budget PO2(w, T) (or aerobic scope) follows a similar form to the mass budget:

PO2(w, T, τ) = SO2(w, T)− DO2(w, T, τ) (A-1)
= SO2(T)w

n − ωc(T) (βf(w, T, τ)hwq + kswn + kaw) . (A-2)

Demand (DO2(w, T, τ)) is the sum of oxygen used for all metabolic processes in Equation 1 (except
assimilation losses), and ω is the amount of oxygen required per mass. The oxygen supply (SO2(w, T))
scales with body weight as wn multiplied by a flexible dome-shaped function that can emulate both a
dome-shaped maximum oxygen supply (MOS) and a MOS that increases continuously up to a lethal
temperature (Figure A-1).

The maximum oxygen consumption is the oxygen consumption during maximal activity level that can be
sustained over some time, and corresponded to the maximum metabolic rate (MMR) in the current model.
Although the MMR is often used synonymously with both MOS and demand, in some species, the maximal
oxygen consumption (Dmax

O2
(T)) is not reached at maximum activity levels, but during digestion (Priede

1985).

In the present model, MMR and maximum oxygen supply were equivalent because contributions from
anaerobic metabolism were not explicitly modelled, such as during burst swimming or hypoxia. During
these events, the metabolic rate may be higher than oxygen consumption alone would suggest; however,
these states cannot usually be sustained (and, therefore, were outside of the sustainedMMRdefined here)(see
values of the oxygen supply in Table A-1).

This study assumed that oxygen supply, taken as the aggregated process of oxygen delivery from diffusion
across respiratory organ membranes (e.g., gills) to delivery for cellular metabolism, is
temperature-dependent and follows a flexible dome-shaped function (Lefrancois & Claireaux 2003,
Gnauck & Straškraba 2013):

SO2(T) = λ(T)
(
1− e(CO2 (T)−Ccrit

O2
) log(0.5)/(C50

O2
−Ccrit

O2
)
)
, (A-3)

λ(T) = ζ
(

Tmax − T
Tmax − Topt

)η
× exp

(
−η

Tmax − T
Tmax − Topt

)
. (A-4)

Here, λ(T) specifies the temperature dependency of O2 supply, whereas the second term in SO2(T) term
describes the dependence on ambient O2 concentrations at temperature T (O2(T)). At constant temperature
T, oxygen supply is a function of ambient oxygen and is assumed to follow a saturating function (e.g.,
Lefrancois & Claireaux 2003). We specified C50

O2
as the point where oxygen supply has dropped by 50%

relative to the saturation level λ(T), and Ccrit
O2

is the ambient concentration at which oxygen supply ceases
(see the oxygen budget for both life histories in Table A-1).

Ambient oxygen concentration levels were assumed to decline with temperature according to a curve that
approximates declines of dissolved oxygen in saltwater at 35 PSU (Practical Salinity Unit) as
l · e−0.01851∗(T−5), with l the oxygen concentration at 5◦C. To specify λ(T), Tmax was defined as the lethal
temperature for the species, and Topt as the temperature at which oxygen supply is maximised; η
determines the width of the dome-shape, and ζ its height. (Note that the simulated increase in the
aggregated oxygen supply includes potential increases in oxygen delivery via increased diffusive (passive)
supply at higher temperatures (Verberk et al. 2011); it also includes increased active delivery of oxygen
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made possible by increased heart rates at higher temperatures (e.g., Lefrancois & Claireaux 2003). With
the above formulation, an oxygen supply (and hence MMR) was emulated that increases up to the lethal
temperature by setting the temperature for maximum oxygen delivery close to the lethal temperature
(Figure A-1).
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Figure A-1: Maximum oxygen supply (MOS) relative to the maximum supply for species with a dome-shaped
MOS (here η=3) and a continually increasing MOS (η=0.1) used in the model scenarios.

Table A-1: Parameter definitions and values of the oxygen (O2) budget for two species traits: slow and fast life
histories or strategies.

Description Symbol (unit) Value

Slow strategy Fast strategy

Critical O2 Pcrit (mg·L−1) 2
Dissolved O2 at 0.5× fmax(O2) P50 (mg·L−1) 4
Doming for O2 supply η 1
Level of O2 supply ζ (g·y−1) 0.5 1
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APPENDIX B: RESULTS FOR CONSTANT CATCH SIMULATIONS

Figure B-1: Trajectories of simulated relative spawning stock biomass (rSSB) for fish stocks with fast (top two
rows) and slow (bottom two rows) life histories, with catch constant. Shown are the median by year (black
line) and the 95% inter-quantile range of simulations (grey shaded area) with rSSB across all simulations,
and randomly selected simulation replicates (coloured and dashed lines). Simulations were with and without
fishing for four different climate scenarios: base, no temperature or environmental change; incr temp/const
env, increasing temperature, no environmental change; incr temp/decr env, increasing temperature, declining
environment; incr temp/incr env, increasing temperature, increasing environmental suitability.
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Figure B-2: Trajectories of simulated relative spawning stock biomass (rSSB) relative to the base scenario for
fish stocks with fast (top two rows) and slow (bottom two rows) life histories, with catch constant. Shown are the
median by year (black line) and the 95% inter-quantile range of simulations (grey shaded area)with rSSB across
all simulations, and randomly selected simulation replicates (coloured and dashed lines). Simulations were
with and without fishing for three different climate scenarios, relative to the base scenario (no temperature or
environmental change): incr temp/const env, increasing temperature, no environmental change; incr temp/decr
env, increasing temperature, declining environment; incr temp/incr env, increasing temperature, increasing
environmental suitability.
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Figure B-3: Simulation outcomes for stock status (relative spawning stock biomass, rSSB) for the last simulation
year of the current study for fish stocks with fast (left column) and slow (right column) life histories. Catch
was assumed to be constant. Simulations were with and without fishing for four different climate scenarios:
base, no temperature or environmental change; incr temp/const env, increasing temperature, no environmental
change; incr temp/decr env, increasing temperature, declining environment; incr temp/incr env, increasing
temperature, increasing environmental suitability. All simulation replicates started from the same random seed.
Dotted line indicates 0.4 · SSB0, dashed line SSB0, the spawning stock biomass at year 50 (i.e., before fishing
commenced for fished scenarios).
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Figure B-4: Simulated values for productivity parameters for a single replicate (shown as red line in 2) for
the base environmental scenario (constant temperature, constant environment). All parameters are shown as
abundance-at-size weighted means-at-age for fish stocks with fast (left column) and slow (right column) life
histories at the beginning of fishing (year 51), halfway through the fishing history (year 76), and for the final
fishing year (year 99). Parameters are: natural mortality (M), length-at-age (Length), and relative reproductive
energy. The simulation applied constant catch.
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Figure B-5: Trajectories of simulated proportions-at-age in the final fishing year for fish stocks with fast (top
two rows) and slow (bottom two rows) life histories, with catch constant. Shown are the median by year (black
line) and the 95% inter-quantile range of simulations (grey shaded area) with proportions-at-age across all
simulations, and randomly-selected simulation replicates (coloured and dashed lines). Simulations were with
and without fishing for four different climate scenarios: base, no temperature or environmental change; incr
temp/const env, increasing temperature, no environmental change; incr temp/decr env, increasing temperature,
declining environment; incr temp/incr env, increasing temperature, increasing environmental suitability.
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Figure B-6: Trajectories of simulated natural mortality M (abundance-weighted mean natural mortality) for
fish stocks with fast (top two rows) and slow (bottom two rows) life histories, with catch constant. Shown are the
median by year (black line) and the 95% inter-quantile range of simulations (grey shaded area) with M across
all simulations, and randomly-selected simulation replicates (coloured and dashed lines). Simulations were with
and without fishing for four different climate scenarios: base, no temperature or environmental change; incr
temp/const env, increasing temperature, no environmental change; incr temp/decr env, increasing temperature,
declining environment; incr temp/incr env, increasing temperature, increasing environmental suitability.
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Figure B-7: Trajectories of relative natural mortalityM (abundance-weighted mean natural mortality) relative
to the base scenario for fish stocks with fast (top two rows) and slow (bottom two rows) life histories, with
catch constant. Shown are the median by year (black line) and the 95% inter-quantile range of simulations
(grey shaded area) with M across all simulations, and randomly-selected simulation replicates (coloured and
dashed lines). Simulations were with and without fishing for three different climate scenarios, relative to the
base scenario (no temperature or environmental change): incr temp/const env, increasing temperature, no
environmental change; incr temp/decr env, increasing temperature, declining environment; incr temp/incr env,
increasing temperature, increasing environmental suitability.
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Figure B-8: Trajectories of simulated von Bertalanffy growth rate K (estimated from length-at-age for each
year) for fish stocks with fast (top two rows) and slow (bottom two rows) life histories across all simulations,
with fishing mortality constant. Shown are the median by year (black line) and the 95% inter-quantile range
of simulations (grey shaded area) with K across all simulations, and randomly-selected simulation replicates
(coloured and dashed lines). Simulations were with and without fishing for four different climate scenarios:
base, no temperature or environmental change; incr temp/const env, increasing temperature, no environmental
change; incr temp/decr env, increasing temperature, declining environment; incr temp/incr env, increasing
temperature, increasing environmental suitability.
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Figure B-9: Trajectories of relative von Bertalanffy growth rate K (estimated from length-at-age for each year)
relative to the base scenario for fish stocks with fast (top two rows) and slow (bottom two rows) life histories,
with catch constant. Shown are the median by year (black line) and the 95% inter-quantile range of simulations
(grey shaded area) with K across all simulations, and randomly-selected simulation replicates (coloured and
dashed lines). Simulations were with and without fishing for three different climate scenarios, relative to the
base scenario (no temperature or environmental change): incr temp/const env, increasing temperature, no
environmental change; incr temp/decr env, increasing temperature, declining environment; incr temp/incr env,
increasing temperature, increasing environmental suitability.
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Figure B-10: Trajectories of simulated asymptotic fish size L∞ (estimated by fitting von Bertalanffy growth
curves from length-at-age for each year) for fish stocks with fast (top two rows) and slow (bottom two rows)
life histories, with catch constant. Shown are the median by year (black line) and the 95% inter-quantile range
of simulations (grey shaded area) with L∞ across all simulations, and randomly-selected simulation replicates
(coloured and dashed lines). Simulations were with and without fishing for four different climate scenarios:
base, no temperature or environmental change; incr temp/const env, increasing temperature, no environmental
change; incr temp/decr env, increasing temperature, declining environment; incr temp/incr env, increasing
temperature, increasing environmental suitability.
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Figure B-11: Trajectories of relative asymptotic fish size L∞ (estimated by fitting von Bertalanffy growth curves
from length-at-age for each year) relative to the base scenario for fish stocks with fast (top two rows) and slow
(bottom two rows) life histories, with catch constant. Shown are the median by year (black line) and the 95%
inter-quantile range of simulations (grey shaded area) with L∞ across all simulations, and randomly-selected
simulation replicates (coloured and dashed lines). Simulations were with and without fishing for three different
climate scenarios, relative to the base scenario (no temperature or environmental change): incr temp/const
env, increasing temperature, no environmental change; incr temp/decr env, increasing temperature, declining
environment; incr temp/incr env, increasing temperature, increasing environmental suitability.
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Figure B-12: Trajectories of instantaneous spawning potential without fishing SPF=0 (calculated taking
annually-realised productivity parameter values across age classes present in that year) for fish stocks with
fast (top two rows) and slow (bottom two rows) life histories, with catch constant. Shown are the median by
year (black line) and the 95% inter-quantile range of simulations (grey shaded area) with SPF=0 across all
simulations, and randomly-selected simulation replicates (coloured and dashed lines). Simulations were with
and without fishing for four different climate scenarios: base, no temperature or environmental change; incr
temp/const env, increasing temperature, no environmental change; incr temp/decr env, increasing temperature,
declining environment; incr temp/incr env, increasing temperature, increasing environmental suitability.
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Figure B-13: Trajectories of relative instantaneous spawning potential without fishing SPF=0 (calculated taking
annually-realised productivity parameter values across age classes present in that year) relative to the base
scenario for fish stocks with fast (top two rows) and slow (bottom two rows) life histories, with catch constant.
Shown are the median by year (black line) and the 95% inter-quantile range of simulations (grey shaded area)
with SPF=0 across all simulations, and randomly-selected simulation replicates (coloured and dashed lines).
Simulations were with and without fishing for three different climate scenarios, relative to the base scenario
(no temperature or environmental change): incr temp/const env, increasing temperature, no environmental
change; incr temp/decr env, increasing temperature, declining environment; incr temp/incr env, increasing
temperature, increasing environmental suitability.
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Figure B-14: Correlation between spawning potential without fishing SPF=0 (calculated taking annually-realised
productivity parameter values across age classes present in that year) and individual productivity parameters
in the model for simulations with constant catch. Production parameters were: M, natural mortality; K, von
Bertalanffy growth rate; L∞ (Linf), asymptotic fish size.
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